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ABSTRACT

New semantic additions have been incorporated into the Conceptional Programming
environment, CP, developed by the Knowledge Systems Group in the Computing
Research Laboratory (CRL) at New Mexico State University. These semantic additions
are 1) subgraph removal from ’definitions’ for perfect matches to ’facts’ and 2) feasibility
constraints on the individualized concepts referenced in a graph. These additions address
the need for reducing the number of joins between related graphs and for ’type checking’
concepts referenced in the graphs produced from such joins.

1. Introduction
The Conceptual Programming environment, CP, is an on going project here at CRL, and is based on

developing a knowledge representation environment built on graphs (Hartley, 1986, Pfeiffer, 1986 and
Hartley, 1989). These graphs are based on Sowa’s conceptual structures (Sowa, 1984 and 1989) and retain
many of the features of conceptual graph theory; however, they have an added layer called ’procedure
overlays’ which provides extensions to the representation for temporal knowledge and events (Eshner, 1988
and 1989).

After the initial prototype CP system was developed, it was used as the base level representation for
the Model Generative Reasoning (MGR) architecture, also being built here (Fields, 1987). This includes the
development of several different applications: decision support (Coombs, 1987), situation analysis
(Coombs, in press), robot task planning (Coombs, 1986 and Eshner, 1989b), qualitative physics (Eshner,
1988), and genetic sequence mapping (Fields, submitted).

While developing the genetic mapping application, it was discovered that ’scientific’ applications (e.g.
location of genes in sequence analysis) pose different environments for analysis than ’unstructured’
applications (e.g. problem solving). The primary difference is that in scientific applications more preanalysis
has been done before data graph production; while in unstructured applications all analysis is done during
actual model generation.

Through further analysis of the data graphs being generated for the two types of applications, ’concept’
representation has shown to be an important factor. Basic concepts are present and defined to be concepts that
were represented by a basis type description (Sowa, 1984) with no specialized information as yet known.
Individualized concepts are also present and defined as basic concepts that refer to a particular instance of a
basis description. Most unstructured applications show mostly basic concepts, and domain-specific
definitional information has not been specialized; for example, in an intelligence situation
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analysis application, "which army is on the march" must be analyzed by the system and is not pre-known
information. In scientific applications, because of the pre-analysis done by the scientist, individualized
concepts (as opposed to basic concepts) are present within the data graph, and domain-specific definitional
information can be specialized before analysis; for example, in a sequence analysis of gene information,
which area of the sequence is actually likely to hold the gene pattern needed has been defined into an ’open
reading frame (ORF)’ and other areas of the sequence need not enter into the analysis.

This analysis of an application’s needs has lead to two semantic checks being added to the CP system:
1) subgraph removal, a filter to apply to the definitional graphs (see below) that removes specified data
information that should not be part of the join operation, and 2) feasibility constraints, a type checking
system of constraints in which the analyst can define in graphical form feasibility limits on viable graphs.

2. CP
The prototype CP system currently exists on Symbolics machinery using Symbolics Common Lisp. It

is a graph definition system, which allows acquisition of

1) data graphs, facts.
2) declarative (schematic) information, definitions.
3) state and event processing, constraint overlays.
4) temporal processing, procedure overlays.
5) interrelationship (lattice) of graphs, semantic networks.
Each of the first four graph categories contain ’concept’, ’relation’, ’concept’ triples that define the

relationship between a basic concept definition and another basic concept definition (See Figure 1).

Figure 1: A Definitional Graph

These relationships are syntactically checked when the graph is created or modified; however, the
actual semantic checks on the graphs are done primarily when the graphs are used (e.g. joined together), with
most of the checks having to come from the application itself.
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Constraint and procedural overlays lay on top of definitions and contain ’relational functions’, actors,
for allowing STATE, EVENT, and TEMPORAL processing (See Figure 2). Through these overlays the
analyst has the ability to set up ’runtime checks’ and ’temporal relations’ that can be executed when graphs are
evaluated.

The semantic network relates either the subgraph or supergraph relationships of the definitional
graphs. This gives context to the definitional conceptual graphs of a knowledge base (Sowa, 1984), and
allows specification and generalization during evaluation of graphs.

Figure 2: A Procedural Overlay Graph (within the system)

During analysis of the CP system, it was found that large amounts of time are taken in joining graphs;
and that most of the semantic checking was also done during this process. Therefore research was done on
how to reduce the number of joins between graphs. As discussed above, individualized concepts within the
fact graphs have already been pre-analyzed and therefore need not be considered in the join process. This led
to a filter being built into CP to do subgraph removal of information that need not be joined (See Section
3.1).

It was also discovered that the feasibility (the ability for a graph to complete the model generation
process) of a graph could also be checked. By adding a type checking mechanism, defined to be a
methodology for the structural analysis of the graphs (Sethi, 1989), to the operations available in the CP
system, the feasibility of a graph could be specified by the analyst and the complexity of the system could
again be reduced. This feasibility checking is incorporated as another form of constraint mechanism for the
environment and will be discussed completely in section 3.2.
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3. Semantic Additions

3.1. Subgraph Removal
The primary operation performed in the subgraph removal is to take the definitional and factual graphs

about to be joined, and remove from a definitional graph the perfect subgraphs of the factual graphs present.
Basicly, each triple in the factual graph has a defined relationship. By depicting one concept in the factual
graph to be the principle concept (the main concept as known to the analyst), a recursive algorithm can be
performed on the definitional graph to remove all triples that appear in the factual graph. If triples are
defined in the definitional graph which include the principle concept but are not present in the factual graph,
these triples are not modified. Only perfect matches on the triples can be removed from the definitional
graph, being sure to never modify or remove the actual principle concept. This removes pre-analyzed
information that will enter the evaluated model with the join operation without complicating the actual
performance of the join. When the principle concept from the factual graph has itself been pre-analyzed, the
models produced by the join operation will be completely specialized.

In Figure 3 we see how this removal can work, two facts - "ORF" and "5-SS" are joined together
using the "ORF-INCL-5-SS" definition. Before the actual join is performed the factual graphs - "ORF-1024"
and "5-SS-4001" are used to remove their triples from the "ORF-INCL-5-SS" definition. ’Ibis produces a
temporary definition that is used for the actual join process. Because of the subgraph removal of the
pre-analyzed factual information, the join produces one "maximal join" possibility as opposed to twelve,
greatly reducing the join processing time.

3.2. Feasibility Constraints
The feasibility constraints work at a ’compile time’ level of computation as opposed to a ’runtime’

level. The graphs are created as overlays to a particular schematic definition. Each overlay contains at least
one (maybe more) actors. These actors have a functional procedure associated with them and this function is
executed when the actor is fired. Unlike the procedure or constraint overlays (Eshner, 1988), these actors are
fired during the join operation in order to do semantic checks or a type checking mechanism. This
mechanism checks the inputs to the feasibility actors for specified values, and if these values do not pass the
associated test (no success is given to the function’s execution), it could be viewed as a incompatible type
specification for producing the new graph.

In Figure 4 we see a feasibility constraint related to the "ORF-INCL-5-SS" definition discussed above.
This constraint has two associated actors - "5-SS-INCL" and "RFL-DEF". These actors will fire during the
join operation in order to check the feasibility of a particular join. As opposed to runtime processing, these
actors can only succeed or fail and if one actor in the feasibility constraint for a definition fails, the graph is
defined to be infeasible and is not saved. An example of one of the procedures associated with an actor is
seen in Figure 5. This is the procedure used when the "5-SS-INCL" actor is fired. If the 5’ splice location
(BN) of the 5-SS fact is not correctly located within the ORF, then the joining graph is not feasible and
would be discarded.
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Figure 3: A Join Removal-Execute Process
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Figure 4: A Feasibility Constraint Overlay Graph (within the system)

Figure 5: A Functional Procedure for a Feasibility Constraint
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4. Conclusion and Future Enhancements
By the addition of these two semantic checks, subgraph removal and feasibility constraints, the CP

system is able to adjust to particular applications and improve the complexity of the join process. More
research is currently being done on the complexity of the CP system, and enhancements to
creation/modifications of graphs and the join operation are forthcoming.

Addendum
A copy of the current CP system and documentation can be obtained by writing to:

Heather D. Pfeiffer Computing
Research Laboratory Box
30001/3CRL New Mexico State
University Las Cruces, New
Mexico 88003 e-mail:
hdp@mnsu.edu
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